
Warehouse Automation for Sage 100 

ScanForce Fundamentals $3,995 

ScanForce Fundamentals gives you the tools to automate your warehouse.  The most user-

friendly solution on the market quickly and easily automates your warehouse giving you the 

inventory control businesses need.  This module includes:  Shipping, Receiving, Physical Count, 

and Inventory Transactions.   

ScanForce Advanced $7,995 

ScanForce Advanced gives you all of the benefits of Fundamentals plus advanced features 

allowing you to fully take advantage of the technology available for true warehouse 

management.  With SF Advanced your inventory is easily managed and maintained.  ScanForce 

Advanced provides the cutting edge functionality of:  Pick and Pack, Directed Picking, Staging 

Orders, Batch Select, Batch Transfer, Automatically Post Transactions (real-time updates!), 

Dashboards, and Performance Reports. 

Upgrade from ScanForce Fundamentals to ScanForce Advanced is $4,495. 

ScanForce Premium $13,995 

One of the most comprehensive warehouse modules in the market, ScanForce Premium 

includes the features and functions of ScanForce Fundamentals and ScanForce Advanced plus 

the location management of a Multiple Bin Solution!  Dive deep into location details in your 

warehouse with the ability to track not only what items and quantities are in a warehouse, but 

where in that warehouse those items are located.  Quickly find items and track those items’ 

movement throughout your operations.  Allocate items from bin locations for easy to view 

features such as:  Directed Picking taking you to the exact location of a specific item to be 

picked; Pick an item and stage it to a specific bin location during your Picking and Shipping 

process; transfer an item from a bin location to another location with instant data updates back 

in Sage 100; and use Directed Put Away to guide employees to locations in the warehouse 

during your receiving process.  

Upgrade from ScanForce Advanced to ScanForce Premium is $6,495. 
Upgrade from ScanForce Fundamentals to ScanForce Premium is $10,495. 
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Warehouse Automation for Sage 100 
Enterprise functionality at small business prices 

Features Fundamentals Advanced Premium 

$3,995 $7,995 $13,995 

Management Console   

Purchase Order Receiving   

S/O Picking/Shipping   

Inventory Physical Count   

Inventory Inquiry   

Alias Maintenance   

Location Maintenance   

Inventory Receipts   

Inventory Transfers   

Inventory Issues   

Pick and Pack  

Directed Picking  

Batch Select  

Batch Transfer  

Auto Post  

Dashboards  

Performance Reports  

Multi-Bin Module 

Put-Away 

Instant Bin Transfers 



Software Assurance and Support Plans

There is no better way to protect and extend your investment than keeping your software current and 

your support plan active.   

By maintaining your Software Assurance and Support Plan current you will receive the following benefits 

for a one-year period. 

Software Assurance Plan 
 Access to critical updates, product fixes, and patches

 Version upgrades - assures compatibility with the latest Sage 100 versions

 New enhancements to your existing software

Support Plan 
 Unlimited number of support cases

 Direct access to our experienced support specialists in our U.S. based Support Center

 Personalized service from trusted, knowledgeable, and familiar support specialists

 Timely problem resolution

 Upgrade planning assistance

 Additional training when needed

We have designed our programs to help make your company more successful and more agile by providing 
the level of support that you expect.  

As trusted advisors, we take the time to know you.  We help show you how ScanForce can improve your 
business’ efficiency and provide you with swift responses. 

When required, we will work in conjunction with your Sage 100 reseller or your IT staff to help solve any 
unexpected problems.  

Don’t let your company fall behind - Renew your Software Assurance and Support Plan today. 

About BCA Innovations 
BCA Innovations is the developer of ScanForce, the software solution for Warehouse and Sales Automation 
specifically designed and built for Sage 100.  Our solutions have achieved amazing product performance, 
unsurpassed simplicity, and market-leading features. Our service and support is the cornerstone of our 
business.  These things combined have made ScanForce the leading bar coding solution for Sage 100.     




